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ARTS AND CRAFTS

Arts and Craft projects are one of the cornerstones of camp activities and a staple for
any camp. It is important when going into a camp that you plan and organize your craft
projects so your campers get what’s expected from those activities. Here are some
tips in managing your arts and crafts:

Have a plan. Find examples of what type of projects you want to complete and get a list of necessary supplies.

Look into kits that have all the supplies needed to complete the project. They may be pricier but will often save
you a lot of time and effort.

Keep a detailed inventory of all your arts and crafts supplies. It will make your ordering a lot easier and ensure
you have enough supplies for the entire duration of camp.

Order your supplies well ahead of time and make sure to order enough to get you through the entire camp. The
last thing you want to do is have to make store runs or orders in the middle of camp. If you have done everything 
above you will know exactly what you need to fit your camp’s needs.

Limit waste. Control how much supplies you give out and keep anything that is left over. You can keep left overs 
in a bin and on those days you need an extra activity, pull the left overs out and let the campers pick what they 
want to work on.
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ARTS AND CRAFTS

HERE ARE SOME TIPS IN COORDINATING YOUR ARTS AND CRAFTS PROJECTS:
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Choose creative crafts that kids can use, like a water bottle holder, picture frame, etc. Drawing, coloring, and
paper crafts can be fun, but most of it will end up in the trash after the project is done. Getting something they
can use throughout camp will go a long way and the kids will enjoy those crafts much more.

Limit the amount of supplies you give out for the project such as paint, glue or markers to reduce waste and
avoid running out. You can always give out more if they run out, but you won’t be able to re-use some things 
that are given out so always start with less.

Demonstrate how to do the craft first and always have a finished product campers can see. Some campers, 
especially the younger groups, may take a long time to decipher the instructions themselves and complete the
craft. If they have a demo or a visual it will help ensure they can finish the project in the allotted time.

Cover up everything prior to starting your craft project. Vinyl table covers work great and are easy to clean. If
you are not cleaning up before and after every craft project, your arts and craft areas will get unorganized very 
quickly.

Make sure your time slot fits the time needed for the craft. Some projects will be finished very quickly and 
some take a lot more time. Plan accordingly and always have a back up plan in case things don’t go as planned.

Keep it simple. Some projects are just not feasible in the allotted time or with the supplies available at camp. 
They may look great on the surface but when trying to complete these large complicated projects with a large 
group of kids, it can go south quick. Keep your projects simple so they include limited supplies, easy instructions,
and can be completed in the time allotted.

Just like anything else within your camp, having a plan and staying organized will make you’re your arts and
crafts projects are always a success. Provide the tools, time, and space needed for your campers to do arts
and crafts projects and you will be amazed at what they will be able to create at camp!
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Ready to join the hype? The Camp Source App is streamlined, easy to use and is flexible to 
run alongside any registration system. Sign up FREE today to take your camp to the next level!
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Your #1 Source for Camp Management! 
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CAMP APP BENEFITS
Improve Communication

Better Marketing and Promotion
Stay Organized

Flexible, Easy and Streamlined

CAMP APP FEATURES
Share Pictures and Video

Camp Newsfeed
Camp Document Center

Messages and Push Notifications
Camp Calendar

Post Field Trips and Events
And Much More!


